Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The anuran inner ear provides us with an opportunity to study a variation of the vertebrate auditory receptor that is a lot less complex than the mammalian cochlea. The anatomy of the frog inner ear (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) differs significantly from that of the mammalian inner ear. It contains two auditory end organs, the amphibian papilla (AP) and the basilar papilla. Both the AP and the BP have hair cells as their mechano-electrical transducers. However, they lack a basilar membrane as the flexible substrate for these cells. Instead, the hair cells are set in limbic tissue (Wever [@CR25]), with the stereovilli protruding into the endolymphatic space and connecting to the overlying TM. FIG. 1Frog ear anatomy and orientation in the measurement setup. **A** Schematic cross-section of the frog ear (adapted from Wever [@CR25]). On the *right*, the air-filled middle ear is displayed with the tympanic membrane and the columella. On the *left*, the fluid-filled inner ear is shown, with the perilymphatic fluid in *white* and the endolymphatic fluid in *gray*. The tectorial membranes of both the AP and the BP are indicated in *red*. The oval window is covered by the footplate (*F*) of the columella and the operculum (*Op*). **B** Schematic of the preparation and its orientation in the experimental setup. The preparation is rotated approximately 90° relative to panel **A**. The *arrow* indicates the microscope's viewing direction; the *green dashed line* indicates the line of sight. The stimulator (*S*), placed against the operculum, is indicated in *blue on the left*. The *dashed gray outline* indicates the area detailed in panel **C**. **C** Cross-section of the frog's BP anatomy (based on Frishkopf and Flock [@CR3]; *R. catesbeiana*). The *arrow* again indicates the viewing direction. *Labels*: *AP* amphibian papilla, *BP* basilar papilla, *CM* contact membrane (*purple*), *E* endolymph, *Ep* epithelium (*blue*), *F* columella footplate, *MM* middle-ear muscles, *N* nerve fibers (*yellow*), *O* microscope objective, *Op* operculum, *P* perilymph, *S* stimulator (*blue*), *Sacc* sacculus, *TM* tectorial membrane (*red*).

The AP is the frog's low-frequency detector. It is the more elaborate and complex of the two auditory end organs; it contains more hair cells, with varying orientations; it has a more elaborate TM; and it is---partially---efferently innervated (Simmons et al. [@CR19]). Functionally, the AP exhibits tonotopy (Lewis et al. [@CR7]), with neural characteristic frequencies from approximately 100 up to 1,400 Hz; with the upper limit depending on the species (reviewed in Ronken [@CR16]). Neural tuning sharpness in the AP is similar to that of other vertebrate auditory organs in the same frequency range (Evans [@CR2]). Also, spontaneous otoacoustic emissions are present (Van Dijk et al. [@CR22]; Van Dijk and Meenderink [@CR21]) and distortion product otoacoustic emissions are physiologically vulnerable (Van Dijk et al. [@CR24]) in the frequency range of the AP.

The BP (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) covers the higher portion of the frog's auditory frequency range. It is a small organ, with only about 60 hair cells in the bullfrog (Frishkopf and Flock [@CR3]), and about 75 in the northern leopard frog (personal observation, JM Segenhout and RLM Schoffelen). It has no known electrical tuning and the presence of efferent innervation may be species dependent (Robbins et al. [@CR13]; Frishkopf and Flock [@CR3]). Afferent nerve fibers connecting to the BP have very similar tuning curves within an individual animal, and the sharpness of tuning is lower than that observed in other tectorial hearing organs in the same frequency range (Ronken [@CR15]; Evans [@CR2]). In other words, the BP is broadly tuned to a single characteristic frequency. This frequency may vary between individuals of a particular species, and ranges from about 1.2 to 4 kHz across species studied (reviewed Ronken [@CR16]; Schoffelen et al. [@CR18]).

In contrast with the AP's frequency range, no spontaneous otoacoustic emissions can be recorded in the BP's range (Van Dijk et al. [@CR22]). In addition to that, distortion-product otoacoustic emissions in the BP's range are less vulnerable to physiological insults than those in the AP's range (Van Dijk et al. [@CR24]). Recently, Meenderink et al. ([@CR8]) showed that both the amplitude and phase characteristics of the BP's distortion-product otoacoustic emissions can be---qualitatively---explained by assuming that the BP functions as a single passive nonlinear auditory filter.

In the current study, we focus on the response of the TM in the frog's BP. Purgue and Narins ([@CR10]) measured the response of the contact membrane of both the papillae. In case of the BP, the contact membrane is close to the sensory epithelium and separates the endolymphatic space from the perilymphatic space (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Its response is tuned to a frequency close to the typical characteristic frequencies of afferents connecting to the BP. Based on this correspondence, we hypothesize that the tuning of the BP must be mechanical in nature. Therefore, the tuning should be observable in the response of the TM. As will be shown in our results, the mechanical response of the TM can indeed account for the frequency selectivity as observed in the auditory neurons.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Animals and surgical procedures {#Sec3}
-------------------------------

Northern leopard frogs, *Rana pipiens pipiens*, were used in all experiments; data presented here was obtained from five animals (71 ± 29 g; one male, four females). The animals were obtained from a commercial supplier (Charles D. Sullivan Co. Inc., Nashville (TN), USA via Exoterra Schaudi GmbH, Holzheim, Germany) and housed at the University of Groningen laboratory---animal facilities. All the experiments described were conducted in compliance with the current legislation on animal experiments in The Netherlands. Part of these requirements is the approval of the experimental procedure by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee prior to the start of the measurements.

The animal was killed using a double-pith procedure at the start of the experiment. The posterior part of the skull, containing the ears, was isolated and split sagitally. This resulted in two preparations, each containing an ear. Each of the preparations was kept submerged in amphibian ringer solution (Carolina Biological Supply Company, Burlington, NC, USA) during all further procedures. One preparation was chosen for immediate further treatment and subsequent experimentation. The other preparation was stored in a refrigerator, at approximately 5°C. It remained there until approximately an hour before the experiments on the first preparation would end. At that time, it was brought out and underwent the same treatment as the first preparation. The storage at low temperature did not appear to affect the specimen to any degree observable by inspection under the microscope or in the outcome of our measurements. Therefore, the distinction between the first and the second preparation is not explicitly made from this point on.

The tympanic membrane and the lateral part of the columella were removed. Any soft tissue and most of the bone were removed, leaving part of the skull in place for clamping the preparation. The perilymphatic space was opened at the round window to allow a direct view into the basilar papilla's lumen through its contact membrane. The dissection procedure allowed for the endolymphatic space to be kept intact, except for the duct to the endolympatic sac in the brain cavity. In a control experiment, the contact membrane of the basilar papilla was punctured. The resulting mixing of endolymph fluid and ringer solution led to visible degeneration of hair cells, as observed by somatic swelling. Such swelling was never observed in the regular experiments, suggesting that the endolymph fluid is well separated from the surrounding ringer solution.

Finally, a perspex cylindrical prosthesis was glued onto the operculum to facilitate the application of the stimulus device (see below).

Measurement setup {#Sec4}
-----------------

The heart of the measurement setup was a trifocal microscope (Olympus Corporation, Japan) which sat on a vibration-isolation table inside a sound-isolating booth. Any equipment that was not mounted directly on the microscope was kept outside of the booth, except for the stimulator's amplifier (see below). The sound-isolating booth was darkened to avoid scattered light from being picked up by the camera.

The microscope had 5× (NA = 0.10) and 40× (NA = 0.80) objectives. The focal plane of the 40× objective could be controlled with a piezo-electric positioner (Physik Instrumente GmbH and Co., Karlsruhe, Germany). The microscope's lighting system was adapted to house a green Luxeon power LED (Lumileds Lighting, San Jose, CA, USA). A scientific grade digital camera (DVC Company, Austin, TX, USA) was mounted on the microscope with 0.5× video adapter. Its sensor was a 1,392 × 1,040 pixels (8.9 × 6.7 mm) monochrome CCD chip with 12-bit pixel depth.

The stimulation device was a closed-loop piezo actuator (Physik Instrumente). The actuator was placed in a micro-positioner (Kanetec, Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) sitting on the microscope table. A needle on the piezo stack was used to connect it to the preparation's operculum prosthesis.

An industrial-grade computer (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) was used to automate the experiment. Signal control, image acquisition, and data storage were programmed in LabView v8.2 (National Instruments). A camera-interface card and a high-frequency I/O card (both National instruments) were used to connect to the measurement hardware. A signal generator (Stanford Research Systems Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) triggered the start of stimulation and illumination signals. The feedback of the piezo actuator was read out using an analogue oscilloscope (Hameg Instruments GmbH, Mainhausen, Germany).

Measurement procedure {#Sec5}
---------------------

The preparation was placed under the microscope and clamped firmly into place (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The needle of the stimulator was aligned with the operculum's prosthesis. The needle's tip was initially placed closely to the prosthesis. The application of the probe to the prosthesis was done under the 5× objective. Using the micro-positioner, it was moved against the cupped center of the probe; forward motion was stopped at the first observation of movement of the operculum.

Next, the specimen was positioned to optimize the view of the BP's TM under the 40× objective. The camera was rotated to orientate the edge of the TM vertically in the image. Illumination time and LED voltage were adapted to optimize the use of the camera's pixel depth. The objective's positioner was used to determine the range of focal planes to be used, based on the sharpness of the tectorial structures in the image.

The stimulator displaced the operculum with a sine-wave signal. Stimulation frequencies ranged from 0.5 to 3.0 kHz and were presented in a random order. A 100-ms sinusoidal ramp up and ramp down was used for switching the signal on and off, respectively. The duration of the stimulation signal was determined by the required illumination time to fill the CCD to a sufficient degree (50% to 75% of the full range); typically between 1.5 and 3 s. The average stimulus amplitudes used for the various preparations ranged from −23 to −29 dB (all reported decibel values are referenced to 1 μm).

The dynamic displacement of the piezo-electrical stimulator was frequency dependent. By adapting the driving voltage, the stimulation amplitude was kept constant within 2.5 dB. In data analysis, the TM response amplitudes were corrected linearly for variations of the stimulus amplitude.

The LED stroboscopically illuminated the specimen with a 10% duty cycle. No illumination took place during ramp up and ramp down of the stimulus. Images were taken for eight values of equidistantly spaced phases relative to the stimulus signal. The camera was activated throughout the duration of the stimulation. After deactivation, the camera's CCD was read out and stored.

This procedure was repeated for at least 30 focal planes spaced 1 μm apart. Each measurement sequence started on a focal plane at the round-window side of the BP and progressed towards planes on the saccular side. The resulting data consisted of at least 240 images per measurement sequence (stimulus frequency; 30 planes × 8 phases). These images combined to produce a 3D movie of the TM during one cycle of the stimulation signal. We limited the total measurement time on each preparation to a maximum of 4 h.

An example of an individual measurement image is given in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, with the important anatomical features indicated in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B. The TM occludes approximately half of the BP's lumen. It has a free edge (at the top in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and an approximately semicircular area, when viewed from the round-window side. The free edge is firmly attached on both sides to the lumen boundary, and thick compared to the rest of the TM (personal observation from scanning electron microscopy). The TM thickness, i.e., the extent along the viewing direction (*z* direction, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), is approximately 50 μm (Schoffelen et al. [@CR17]). The sensory epithelium is located under the curved perimeter of the TM (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). FIG. 2The basilar papilla of the northern leopard frog as seen from the round window. **A** Light microscopy image with definition of the *x* and *y* directions; the *z* direction points into the image plane. **B** Indication of important structures in panel **A**. *E* endolymphatic space (*white*), *Ep* epithelium (*blue*), *N* nerve fibers (*yellow*), *TM* tympanic membrane (*red*).

Data analysis {#Sec6}
-------------

### Preprocessing {#d29e587}

Preprocessing and motion detection were performed on a dedicated Debian-linux system, using the nD image analysis package for motion detection (Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA; Davis and Freeman [@CR1]). The recorded binary streams were transferred to the nD file format using custom additions to the package. The images were scaled to have a constant average gray value across recorded phases and planes. The correction factor was generally less than 10%. All further image analysis steps were performed on these scaled versions of the images.

The data was analyzed using two separate procedures, which are described below. Both procedures use the nD's optical-flow algorithms for the estimation of the displacement values. Optical-flow algorithms were originally used for robot vision (Horn and Weldon [@CR4]). They work on the assumption that the intensity of features remains constant between two recorded images (Davis and Freeman [@CR1]). Any variations in intensity between images are then the result of the motion of features relative to the camera. The motion of features can be estimated by taking the two recorded images, defining a region of interest (ROI) to trace in one of them, and using a linear least-squares fit to calculate the displacement that minimizes the difference between the images.

### Conventions {#d29e603}

The most effective means of stimulating a hair cell is to deflect its hair bundle towards its longest stereovillus (e.g., Lewis [@CR5]). This direction is called the hair-cell orientation. If we approximate the surface area of the hair cell covered by stereovilli with a circle, the hair cell orientation is the direction along a diameter of that circle towards the longest stereovillum. The hair-bundle orientation in the BP of ranid frogs is uniform and always from the sacculus towards the round window (Lewis and Narins [@CR6]; personal observation, JM Segenhout and RLM Schoffelen). We expected the major component of any sound-induced displacement of the TM to be in the direction of the hair-bundle orientation, i.e., to and from the sacculus. This expectation was based on the hair-cell orientation in the BP on one hand, and the anatomy and expected fluid displacement on the other hand (Purgue and Narins [@CR10], [@CR11]).

Our measurement setup allowed us to look into the BP's lumen and onto the TM from the round-window side of the lumen (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We defined the direction along the line of sight to be the *z* direction. The *y* direction was the horizontal direction in the image displayed in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, and the *x* direction was the vertical direction in the same image. As a result of the positioning of the specimen and the camera, the *y* direction was parallel to the free edge of the TM and the *x* direction was by definition perpendicular to it and in the image plane. The *z* direction was perpendicular to the image plane.

In Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, a highly schematic view of the BP's lumen, and its TM, was drawn with an indication of the *xz* and *yz* cross-sections used below. The hair-bundle orientation was presumed to be predominantly in the negative *z* direction, with the *x* and *y* directions perpendicular to it. FIG. 3**A** A schematic view of the BP's lumen and TM; oriented as it is placed under the microscope. The viewing direction is *z*; from the round window to the sacculus. One *xz* plane and one *yz* plane, used in image analysis, are indicated in the figure. The *half-moon shaped area* indicates the TM. **B** a schematic view of an *xz* cross-section. Hair bundles are drawn on the *left*, with the *gray rectangle* representing the TM covering them. The *dashed rectangle* indicates the TM, as it is expected to be displaced by acoustic stimulation. The *double-headed arrow* indicates the expected direction of the TM motion. **C** Definition of the zones for the region-of-interest analysis. *Zone 1* near the TM edge; *zone 2* TM center; *zone 3* near the hair cells; *zone 4* in the lumen boundary/nerve fibers. The *symbols to the right of the zone numbers* correspond to those in Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. These drawings assume perfect alignment of the TM displacement with the viewing direction. Our measurements indicate significant components of TM motion exist in both the *z* direction and the *x* direction, indicating that the epithelium was probably tilted by about 30°.

### Cross-sectional views {#d29e740}

In order to get an overview of the motion of the TM in the basilar papilla, we used the nD's built-in voxel-analysis functions. The 3D analysis method did not work effectively on our dataset, presumably due to insufficient contrast and sharpness in parts of the images. Therefore, we analyzed the motion in planes oriented in the *xz* and the *yz* directions (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Within these planes, we obtained displacement estimates for the two orthogonal directions within the plane. An overview of the motion in three dimensions was created by combining the estimates in the perpendicular planes. This method gave us the displacements over time in the *x* and *y* directions and two estimates for the displacements in the *z* direction.

In order to analyze the displacement in planes oriented in the *xz* direction, we took the *xz* cross-sections of our dataset for a range of *y* values containing the TM. For each value of y within this range, this gave us an *xz* image for each recorded phase *ϕ* of the stimulation signal. An 80 × 10 grid of voxels was created in the *xz* plane. The displacement of each voxel relative to its initial location was estimated for each recorded value of *ϕ*, in both the *x* and the *z* direction.

The obtained displacements were then averaged in the *z* direction. Next, a sinusoidal function in *ϕ* was fitted to the averaged data. This resulted in 80 fitted amplitude and phase values for both the *x* and the *z* direction and for each value of *y* within the range.

These fitted values were averaged in the *y* direction, in order to smooth the results and create the same resolution in the *x* and the *y* directions. The resulting data gave an overview of the *x* and the *z* displacement amplitudes and phases, projected onto an *xy* plane.

The analysis was performed for each measurement frequency. For the estimation of the displacements in the *y* direction and the second estimate in the *z* direction, the procedure was repeated for planes oriented in the *yz* direction of the original dataset. Here, a 60 × 10 grid of voxels in the *yz* plane was used, reflecting the smaller size of the image in the *y* direction.

The resulting data were read into Mathematica (version 5.2, Wolfram Research, Inc., Champaign, IL, USA) running on an Apple PowerMac computer. The amplitude data was linearly corrected for the variation in the stimulus amplitude; it was further smoothed using a running average over a 7 × 7 square of voxels.

### ROI analysis {#d29e852}

For a more quantitative analysis of the data we defined four zones (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}C): (1) at the edge of the TM, (2) at the center of the TM, (3) at the hair-bundle-to-TM connection, and (4) outside the lumen in the surrounding tissue, generally in the nerve fibers.

Within each zone, we chose several ROIs with sufficient contrast to allow for a 3D displacement analysis. The number of ROIs was at least two and at most five per zone. The displacement data were then read into Matlab (version 7.5, The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) running on an Apple PowerMac computer. Displacements were averaged across the ROIs within each zone. For each direction, the data were fitted with a sinusoidal function in *ϕ*. This resulted in an estimate of the displacement amplitude and phase for each of the three spatial directions and for each zone.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

Cross-sectional views {#Sec8}
---------------------

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays the displacement amplitudes for an individual preparation as color-coded density plots. In the plots, the analyzed image is partially displayed; only the area containing the TM and its direct surroundings are shown. FIG. 4Overview of amplitude responses in three directions for various measurement frequencies projected onto the *xy* plane. The *first and second columns* indicate the displacement in the *x* and *y* direction, respectively, the *third and fourths columns* give both estimates of the *z* displacement; the *third column* as calculated from the *xz* cross-sections, the *fourth* as calculated from the *yz* cross-sections. The stimulus amplitude was 0.05 μm (−26 dB re. 1 μm) at the operculum. A sketched indication of the lumen boundary and of the location of the TM was drawn into the *top row of graphs*. *Labels*: *N* nerve fibers, *TM* tectorial membrane.

The amplitude of the displacement and the displaced area varied with frequency. The peak responses occurred at 2.0 kHz for all three spatial directions, and at 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 kHz the responses did not clearly exceed those of the lumen boundary. The highest peak-response amplitudes were between −10 and −15 dB, and in the *z* direction. They occurred over a rather extensive area of the TM, including the zone near the hair-bundle attachments. This peak amplitude of the TM was approximately 15 dB larger than the stimulus amplitude at the operculum.

The overall response amplitude was lower in the *x* and *y* directions. Here, the peak was at approximately −15 dB. Also in these directions the amplitude distribution of the response was clearer: the peak responses occurred near the connections between the stereovilli and the TM. The shape and location of the TM became apparent from the amplitude graphs. The edge of the TM appeared to be displaced very little, especially near both connections to the lumen boundary.

The measured displacement of the lumen boundary was relatively high in the z direction (up to −18 dB). In the *x* and *y* directions the response of the lumen boundary was as low as −30 dB or lower. The difference between the in-plane directions (*xy*) and the *z* direction could be ascribed to the difference in resolution. In order to evaluate the noise in our results, we conducted and analyzed measurements without any displacement of the operculum. The resulting amplitude overviews (not displayed) were similar to the response overviews at 500 Hz.

In Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, an overview is shown of the phase of the *x* direction response for the specimen used for Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Arrows indicating the phase were superimposed onto an image of the BP from this specimen. The phase of the TM relative to the stimulation signal changed as a function of frequency, while the phase of the surrounding tissue remained constant across frequencies. The phase was approximately constant across the TM for each frequency, indicating that there were no frequency-dependent spatial modes of vibration within the BP's TM, or traveling waves in the *x* direction. Phase overviews in the *y* and *z* directions are not shown. They gave the same general image of in-phase motion across the entire membrane and a similar frequency dependence of the phase. FIG. 5The phase response for selected frequencies superimposed on a photo of the TM. The *arrows* indicate the phase of the displacement relative to the stimulus signal; phase 0° is indicated by an *arrow* to the right. The TM displays an increasing phase lag with increasing frequency. The phase data displayed are for the *x* direction. The *y* and *z* directions give similar results.

ROI analysis {#Sec9}
------------

The ROI analysis provided a more quantitative description of the TM response in the three spatial directions. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} displays the amplitude and phase response for the specimen of Figures [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. FIG. 6The TM response in three directions to an operculum displacement with an amplitude of 0.05 μm. The *top row* gives the amplitude response; the *bottom row* the phase. Directions are indicated at the *top of the figure*. The *columns* represent the displacements in the *x*, *y*, and *z* direction, respectively. The *blue circles* represent the TM's edge (zone 1), the *green squares* the center (zone 2), the *red crosses* the zone near the hair bundles (zone 3), and the *dashed line* the lumen boundary (zone 4); see Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}C.

In all three directions, all zones within the TM had a frequency-dependent response amplitude. The peak response was measured at 2.0 kHz. For all directions and most frequencies, the response amplitude was highest at the hair bundles (zone 3). The edge of the TM (zone 1) had the lowest amplitude response of the zones within the TM, while the lumen boundary (zone 4) had the overall lowest displacement, as was to be expected.

The response in the *z* direction showed smaller differences between zones within the TM than the *x* and *y* responses. At the peak-response frequency (2.0 kHz), the amplitude was approximately −10 dB for all three zones within the TM. The lumen-boundary-zone response (zone 4) was relatively constant across frequencies.

The peak responses in the *x* and *y* directions were about 3 dB lower than in the *z* direction. Also the differences between the three zones within the TM were larger in the directions in the image plane. In the *x* direction, the response of the TM's edge (zone 1) was well below the response of the rest of the membrane: at the peak response the difference between the TM's edge (zone 1) and the hair-bundle zone (zone 3) was 25 dB, and it was at least 10 dB for each frequency. The response of the center of the membrane (zone 2) was 2--5 dB below the response of the hair-bundle zone (zone 3), except for the response at 500 Hz. The response of the lumen boundary (zone 4) was 10--15 dB below the TM-edge response (zone 1).

In the *y* direction the response difference between the center (zone 2) and the hair-bundle zone (zone 3) was larger than in the *x* direction (3--10 dB). Also, the response of the lumen boundary (zone 4) was similar to that of the TM-edge response (zone 1) in this direction.

Baseline measurements in six preparations gave us an indication of the measurement noise. We recorded response in absence of any stimulus. For in-plane directions these measurements produced in-plane response of −54 dB averaged over four zones and eight measurements. The *z* direction average baseline response was −38 dB for the same dataset. The response of the lumen boundary in the *z* direction is not significantly larger than the baseline response; the same can be said for the *x* direction response at most frequencies.

The phase data, given in the bottom row of Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, confirmed the results in the overview of Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. All three zones in the TM moved largely in phase for all three directions. The phase accumulated over at least 270°. Only in the *x* direction, there was a limited phase difference between zones.

In Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, we combined the amplitude responses of six preparations from five animals for the hair-bundle zone (zone 3). Between preparations, the peak-response frequency varied from 1.7 to 2.5 kHz. The response universally dropped at 3.0 kHz. In one specimen, we did not measure at frequencies higher than 2.0 kHz. The response data for this specimen were drawn in Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and showed a pattern consistent with the other preparations up to that frequency. Since this dataset did not cover the full frequency range, it was not taken into account for the quantitative data from here on. FIG. 7Amplitude data in three directions for six preparations. The amplitudes displayed are the averaged values of the regions of interest near the hair-bundles attachments (zone 3). Data were scaled linearly to the same stimulus amplitude across preparations; this amplitude was 0.04 μm. The *dashed lines* indicate the individual preparations. The *thick, red drawn line* indicates the *dB* values averaged across preparations. The *blue lines* indicate two neural-tuning curves based on data from Ronken ([@CR15], Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These were flipped and shifted in the vertical direction to facilitate comparison.

In the *x* and *z* directions, the amplitudes for the different preparations showed a tuned response similar to the responses of the hair-bundle zone in Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Peak responses occurred between 2.0 and 2.5 kHz and ranged from −27 to −11 dB for the *x* direction. The median value was −15 dB. The average dynamic range, as defined by the difference between the maximum and the minimum response within a preparation, was 27 dB (±3 dB, standard deviation). In the *z* direction, peak-response frequencies were between 1.8 and 2.5 kHz. The peak amplitudes ranged from −17 dB to −10 dB, with a median value of −13 dB. The dynamic range was lower than in the *x* direction; on average 22 dB (±5 dB). The dynamic range in the *z* direction may have been limited by the accuracy of our measurement, as the minimum of the across-preparation average corresponded to the baseline value. In the *y* direction, the overall picture was less pronounced. While the maximum response occurred in the same frequency range (1.7--2.5 kHz), it was lower; ranging from −36 to −15 dB, with a median of −28 dB.

From the tuning diagrams in Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the peak-response frequency was calculated to be 2.2 kHz (±0.3 kHz, standard deviation), averaged across all three directions. The tuning sharpness in terms of Q~10*dB*~ was determined for each direction and each specimen. On average, Q~10*dB*~ was 2.4 (±1.0, standard deviation), when averaged across all three directions. The average Q~10*dB*~ value in the *z* direction was 2.0 (±0.8). The latter value is more indicative of the actual tuning of the TM, since the *z* direction aligns most closely with the hair-cell orientation. In the *y* direction, the value of the calculated tuning sharpness is debatable, since the tuned response is not obvious from the amplitude characteristics.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

From the data presented in the "[Results](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section, the general mode of motion of the BP's TM under acoustic stimulation became apparent. The displacement of the membrane was highest near the attachment to the hair bundles and lowest near the edge that spans across the lumen. The phase was approximately constant across the TM. Overall the motion can therefore be likened to that of a two-dimensional pendulum, hinged at the TM's edge; or a semicircular cat shutter. We did not obtain any evidence of large-scale distortion of the TM in our recordings. The fact that the maximum displacement occurred near the hair cells is in line with the TM's function in the detection of sound. The lower response amplitudes at the TM's edge presumably resulted from the membrane being thicker in this area and its firm attachments to the lumen boundary (Van Bergeijk [@CR20]; Frishkopf and Flock [@CR3]).

These experiments were conducted in isolated inner-ear preparations. Data collections in the first preparation typically started 1 h post mortem and were continued for a maximum of 4 h. In the BP, distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) disappear on average approximately half an hour after the blood supply is stopped (Van Dijk et al. [@CR24]). Therefore, our experiments were conducted in a post mortem time frame for which active hair-cell involvement had presumably ceased. Over the duration of the experiments, we did not observe any degradation of the response, nor did we observe visible changes in the structure of hair cells or the TM. Additionally, scanning electron-microscopy photographs were taken of some of the preparations (results not shown); these preparations did not show more damage to the hair cells than previously unused preparations. As a control experiment we deliberately ruptured the contact membrane in a preparation. Over the typical duration of an experiment, the mixing of perilymph and endolymph fluids led to observable swelling in the hair-cell bodies in this damaged preparation; a condition that clearly differed from the typical conditions during the experiments. These combined observations suggest that the structural properties of the epithelium were maintained in their normal state, although any active processes had presumably ceased.

The detected peak amplitude of the TM exceeded the input amplitude at the operculum by about 15 dB. Apparently the structure of the frog's inner ear labyrinths results in an acoustic lever that enhances the displacement amplitude at the auditory receptor. In mammals, the gain between basilar membrane and stapes motion depends highly on the cochlea's active amplification process. At the best frequency and at low sound pressure levels, basilar membrane/stapes gains as high as 70 dB have been reported (Robles and Ruggero [@CR14]). Due to the amplifier's nonlinear compression, the gain is reduced substantially at high sound pressure levels and is also reduced post mortem, when the cochlear response is basically linear. For example, one study showed a basilar membrane/stapes gain at the best frequency of approximately 50 dB when the stimulus level was 20 dB SPL, dropping to a gain of approximately 20 dB when the stimulus level was 90 dB SPL. Post mortem the gain was also about 20 dB at the best frequency. Somewhat below the best frequency the gains were substantially lower, much less level-dependent and did not change much post mortem, with values of about 20--30 dB (Ren and Nuttall [@CR12]). The post-mortem gain value of about 20 dB from the stapes to BM in the mammalian cochlea is similar to what we see in the gain between the operculum (oval window) and the TM of the frog.

The response of the TM was frequency-selective, with a peak response at 2.2 kHz (±0.3 kHz, standard deviation). This is in correspondence with the expected neural peak response in the BP of *R. pipiens pipiens* (Ronken [@CR16]; Meenderink et al. [@CR9]), be it at the high end of the expected range. The phase of the TM motion accumulated over at least 270°, indicating that the response may have been shaped by a filter of order three or higher.

The tuned response in the *x* and *y* directions was presumably the result of an imperfect alignment between the line of sight (*z* direction) and the hair-cell orientation. An angle between the two would lead to components in the *xy* plane for motion in the direction of the hair-bundle orientation. We calculated the misalignment under the assumption that the epithelium was flat and the TM moved along it. Based on the averaged peak-amplitude data, the angle between perfect and actual alignment would be 30° in the *xz* plane and 10° in the *yz* plane. The *x* direction angle seems reasonable assuming that the location of the contact membrane in our preparations is comparable to that in the bullfrog (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C; Frishkopf and Flock [@CR3], Fig. 2a). The fact that the *y* direction angle was smaller may have been the result of our use of the symmetry of the TM for the alignment of the preparation. Therefore, we do not discard the notion that the TM motion is strictly along the sensory epithelium. Such a displacement would be consistent with in the 180° phase difference between the *x* and *z* responses of the TM (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

The Q~10*dB*~ determined from the tuning of the TM near the hair-bundle attachments gave an average value of 2.0 (±0.8, standard deviation) in the *z* direction. This measure of tuning sharpness is of the same order of magnitude as the values reported for the nerve fiber tuning curves in *R. pipiens pipiens* (Ronken [@CR16]). The Q~10*dB*~ values could not be expected to correspond exactly, due to the difference in measurement parameters: We measured the TM motion in response to a constant stimulus amplitude, while nerve-fiber tuning is measured as the required stimulus to achieve a predefined spike-rate increase. Iso-input, neural tuning curves are known for the BP of *R. esculenta* that has best frequencies that are similar to the peak-response frequencies we found. The Q~10*dB*~ values determined from these responses range from 1.0 to 3.0 (Van Dijk et al. [@CR23], Fig. 9a, *f* \> 1.0 kHz). This corresponds closely to the tuning we found in the TM response.

Finally, the tuning sharpness of the contact membrane in the bullfrog ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Q}}_{{10\,{\text{dB}}}} = 1.4 \pm 0.4$$\end{document}$, average ± standard deviation) determined from Purgue and Narins ([@CR10], Fig. 6) is lower than that in our measurements of the TM's reponse in the leopard frog. Although the difference is not statistically significant, this suggests that the response of the contact membrane only partially reflects the frequency selectivity of the BP.

The tuned response of the BP's TM is presumably the result of a combination of various anatomical features. The large-scale fluid dynamics of the inner ear and the tuning of the contact membrane (Purgue and Narins [@CR11]) may provide initial filtering of the acoustic energy passing through the BP. The response of the TM may then be tuned further by its own mass and stiffness, and the stiffness of its connections to the lumen boundary, including the hair-bundle stiffness at the epithelium. From our current data, it is not possible to determine the relative contributions of the individual components.

In conclusion, the response of the basilar papilla's tectorial membrane in the northern leopard frog is mechanically tuned to a frequency near 2.0 kHz, consistent with the characteristic frequencies of auditory neurons connecting to this organ. The phase response implied a filtering mechanism of at least the third order. Tuning sharpness was comparable to nerve-fiber tuning sharpness and the tuning sharpness of the contact membrane in a related species. Thus, the frog's basilar papilla is an auditory receptor without a basilar membrane, in which the frequency selectivity is based on the mechanical response of the tectorial membrane.
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